Choate Rosemary Hall

CASE STUDY

Client Profile
Choate Rosemary Hall, amongst the top 50 Boarding schools in the US, is
nestled on 450 acres in the rolling hills of Wallingford, CT and celebrated
its 125th anniversary in 2015. Sustainability is woven into the curriculum,
student life, and school operations to ensure students gain a fuller awareness
of the world and their impact on it. This is demonstrated in the construction of
the new 44,700 square foot, 3 story St John Hall Campus Center, opened in
April 2017. Utilizing geothermal heating and cooling, along with other green
features, the facility is LEED Gold certified.

Fewer Boreholes, Lower
Installed Cost with
VERSAPROFILES’s Thermally
Enhanced HDPE TWINLOOP
TM double U-bend pipe
Geothermal Pipe

Challenges
The original schematic design phase design called for a 150 ton geothermal
HVAC system consisting of 60, 500’ deep boreholes with 1-1/4”, HDPE single
U-bend geothermal loops. As detailed design commenced, even though
the borefield was reduced to 120 tons and 50 to 40 boreholes, it quickly
became evident that installed costs were going to exceed estimated budgets
by $200,000 to $300,000 due to conflicting site utilities and the logistics of
working in a congested area surrounded by existing structures.
Solutions
The solution to the problem required finding a way to install a geo-exchange
borefield to meet the HVAC load requirements within the original budget set
aside for the borefield. The driller, Paul LaFramboise and distributor partner,
Blake Equipment, approached Choate Rosemary Hall with a new borefield
solution based on Versaprofiles TWINLOOP TM Refined HVAC and borefield
calculations showed that a borefield consisting of thisnewly released double
U-bend loop configuration made from GEOPERFORMX nanoparticles filled
HDPE could handle the actual HVAC load requirements with only fifteen, 900’
deep advanced high capacity boreholes. The fewer required boreholes would
fit comfortably in the space allotted; and provide sufficient heat source and
sink for the HVAC building loads. Three additional boreholes were proposed
to be pre-piped to provide a margin of safety to easily install more capacity
should it be required.
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Goals and Objectives
1.

Achieve LEED Gold
Certification for new St. John
Hall Campus Center.

2. Ensure students gain a fuller
awareness of the world and
their impact on it through
integrating sustainability into
the curriculum, student life
and school operations.
3. Despite site conflicts for
Geothermal field, find
solution that brings actual
costs as close as possible to
original projected costs.
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Results
The vertical bore length per ton of two final competing designs’ was 33% less with the use of Versaprofile’s thermally
enhanced 1-1/2” TWINLOOP TM pipe which doubles the surface area available for heat transfer reducing the total
vertical feet required. The pipes are manufactured from the nanoparticles filled, GEOPERFORMEX high density
polyethylene that increases the thermal conductivity of the pipes by about 75%, further reducing the vertical feet
required to meet the load. . As a result, Choate Rosemary Hall was able to drill fifteen more widely spaced boreholes
at 900 feet instead of forty boreholes at 500 feet deep. Three additional boreholes were not drilled, but pre-piped from
the bore locations to the indoor manifold for insurance of capacity. As a result, project installation costs were reduced
by roughly $300,000.

THE PROJECT

The Vision
Sustainability is woven into the curriculum, student life, and
school operations to ensure students gain a fuller awareness
of the world and their impact on it. The new 44,700 square
foot, 3-story St John Hall Campus Center was designed to
LEED Gold certification with geothermal heating and cooling, along with
other green features.

The Challenge
Designing a heavily cooling dominant geothermal system that could
operate over time without long term heat mound. Standard 500’ deep
boreholes with 1-1/4” U-tubes resulted in significantly more cost than the
allotted area could absorb due to conflicting site utilities and the logistics of
working in the congested area surrounded by existing structures. The site
could not be expanded or moved.

Geo Field

The Solution
A deep heat exchanger system with Versaprofile’s TWINLOOPTM double
U-Bend, nanoparticles filled GEOPERFORMX HDPE pipe reduced the
vertical feet per ton requirements by about 33%. The Choate Rosemary
Hall was able to drill fewer, deeper boreholes outlined in red, with room to
spare, saving roughly $300,000 in installation costs.

PARTNERS IN SUCCESS
Engineering: Fuss and O’Neill

Manufacturer: Versaprofiles

Project Manager: Macri Associates

Manufacturers’ Rep/Distributor: Blake Equipment

Contractors: LaFramboise Well Drilling, Inc, Shawmut Design and Construction
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